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Abstract: Cardiac regeneration remains a clinical target regardless of numerous therapeutic
concepts. We formulated a hypothesis claiming that periodic coronary venous pressure
elevation (PICSO; Pressure controlled Intermittent Coronary Sinus Occlusion) initiates
embedded, but dormant developmental processes in adult jeopardized hearts. Hemodynamics
in the primitive beating heart tube is sensed transducing ―mechanical‖ epigenetic information
during normal cardiac development. In analogy mechanotransduction via shear stress and
pulsatile stretch induced by periodic elevation of blood pressure in cardiac veins reconnects
this dormant developmental signal, setting regenerative impulses in the adult heart.
Significant increase of hemeoxygenase-1 gene expression (p < 0.001) and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (p < 0.002) as well as production of VEGRF2 in
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experimental infarction underscores the resurgence of developmental stimuli by PICSO.
Molecular findings correspond with risk reduction (p < 0.0001) in patients with acute
coronary syndromes as well as observations in heart failure patients showing substantial
risk reduction up to 5 years endorsing our hypothesis and preclinical experience that
PICSO via hemodynamic power activates regenerative processes also in adult human
hearts. These results emphasize that our proposed hypothesis ―embryonic recall‖ claiming
revival of an imbedded albeit dormant ―epigenetic‖ process is able not only to sculpture
myocardium in the embryo, but also to redesign structure in the adult and failing heart.
Keywords: cardiac regeneration; systems biology; cardiac veins; cardiac development;
PICSO

1. Introduction
Mammalian hearts are complex in development, structure and function. From single heart tubes
spatiotemporal gene expression patterns, cytoplasmatic gradients, signaling of various origin, cellular
migration, transformations and even epigenetic influences as local hemodynamics add to the ultimate
heart design. The assignment of circulatory demand even in the developing heart requires a work
sharing of cellular functions assembling into tissue generating cohorts.
In adult hearts, syncytial cardiomyocytes slide along fibrous septations, electrical signals travel in
preformed specialized cells and valves close and open ejecting blood according to contractile forces
and circulatory demand. It is therefore not surprising that this unique organ needs cellular homeostasis
to guarantee longlasting adaptive function. The consequence of this ―complex‖ architecture and
functional ability however is that a ―scarless‖ regenerative potential known from other more ―primitive‖
species is lost or at least dormant and disabled in adult mammalian hearts [1]. What is little appreciated
is the fact that even in this tight structural straightjacket, 50% of cardiomyocytes are renewed during a
lifespan of individual humans showing that the basic principles of regeneration per se persist in adult
hearts [2]. It may very likely be, that paracrine signals originating from the ―non cardiomyocytes‖ and
extracellular matrix might be the ―controller‖ of coordinated repair [1–3]. Even arrested developmental
pathways as ―Hippo signaling‖ or the fact that cardiomyocyte proliferation is by and large aborted as
shown in newborn rats, illustrates that ―myocardial growth signals‖ are present in mammals however
actively suppressed for a better good of organ homeostasis [4]. The question however remains how to
facilitate, support and assist these conserved mechanisms in myocardial jeopardy?
Several concepts spanning from genetic engineering, cellular reprogramming and stem cell
transplantation have been tried, some of them reaching the clinical arena under scrutiny of randomized
trials [5].
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1.1. An Embryonic Developmental Process as Impulse for Regeneration
Alternatively, another important regenerative principle has obviously less been appreciated in the
past. Is a re-activation of imprinted developmental processes per se able to restart programs able to
recover the dys-functioning adult heart [6]? This implicates that we reopen the door of an embryonic
process in a very early stage, so that signals originating from this procedure rewire developmental
steps regaining structural integrity. It is a semantic consideration whether or not reiterated signals may
be transduced in their original ―embryonic‖ fashion or whether there are deviations because of the
adult environment of jeopardized myocardium and ultimately whether their functional ability persists
in a different adult environment.
1.2. Hemodynamic Force Sculpturing the Developing Heart
The role of mechantransduction and the sculpturing force of embryonic hemodynamics have
long been known and regain scientific focus reconnecting the ―mechanistic‖ stimulus to molecular
cascades [7,8]. On about day 22 the human heart starts beating. If we consider the developmental
process as a stepwise approach, certain achievements in tissue generation have to be sensed to allow an
organized triggering of subsequent gene expression and signal transduction. This ―biophysical‖ testing
is claimed by our hypothesis as core control module checking the actual output of a developmental
phase. To achieve robust phenotypes, the developing heart probably passes several of these modules to
allow a stepwise approach from the primitive heart tube to 4 chambered hearts. Deviations of this body
plan and its stepwise tactic are frozen in disease and dysfunction [9].
As early as in heart tube formation an important gain of function is reached. At this stage the
primordial heart beat has to be sensed regulating subsequent cardiogenesis. As mentioned above core
control modules are important to produce robust phenotypes and controlling the achievement of heart
beat in embryonic life, as proposed by our hypothesis, might be one of these key regulators. Many
parts of the puzzle of cardiac development and the underlying principles have not been deciphered yet,
although special core control modules and ―Acupoints‖ have been predicted [10,11].
1.3. The Term “Embryonic Recall”
The central idea of the ―embryonic recall‖ hypothesis is that the onset of heart beat resembles an
important and therefore ―sensible‖ gain of function and that this achievement in function initiates a
multitude of signals for cardiogenesis [12].
This time dependent monitoring of a pending process might be an ―Acupoint‖ opening a window
between functional achievements on an environmental meta-level and the genome. Because of
the quantity of signals originating from this process, any deviation or lack of timely sensing can
be considered as a lethal situation or at least a deviation from a normal ―body plan‖ for the
developing organism.
It is the central dogma of our hypothesis that a gain of function sensing of the embryonic heart beat
by the developing endocardium can be reiterated in the adult and failing heart restarting developmental
pathways by echoing the same mechanism on cellular descendants involved in primary sensing namely
vascular endothelium in cardiac veins.
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1.4. Gain of Function Sensing Sculpturing Tissue Maturation
In 1979 we described, as we called it then, a digital integrative model of organogenesis, including
gain of function and loss of function as information and signaling mediators. This concept developed
over the years to a tissue-generating clock describing a process with ―biophysical‖ sensing able to
produce spatiotemporal differences in developing tissues [13]. In this study we analyzed the similarity
of structural malformations of inherited and sporadic atrial septal defects which led to the conception
that robustness in sculpturing phenotypes needs a process like a tissue generating cycle involving gain
of function sensing on as well as loss of function as an organizational meta-level and a key element in
cardiogenesis [10,12]. The distinct phenotypes in congenital malformations of the heart with
multifactorial causes from hereditable changes to environmental influences predict that signal
transduction is time sensitive and that knock out of signaling involves not only the signal threshold,
but as well as the time slot of its function. Therefore we claim that certain ―windows of opportunity‖
connect the meat-level of achievements in building structure according to the body plan and its
function. Recent findings of miRNA expression as consequence of the initiation of heart beat in the
primitive embryonic heart seems to be this predicted burst of signaling as result of a gain of function
sensing as an epimorphic sculpturing event prospering further development [7].
Figure 1. The tissue generating clock depicts Mechanosensation and Transduction as core
control module checking realization of a new level of morphogenesis or equally ―gain of
function‖ on the path to developing a mature phenotype. Reviving this biophysical process
is the central dogma of the hypothesis ―embryonic recall‖. This developmental ―toll gate‖
or ―biophysical monitor‖ represents an ―Acupoint‖ as predicted by Sasai [10].

As depicted in Figure 1, gain of function sensing is an important element in the above mentioned
tissue generating process. The systemic biology approach of this principle allows a better
understanding of this important process from differential expressing genomic information to produce a
mature phenotype. The first part of our hypothesis ―embryonic recall‖ therefore involves the
hitherto undescribed principle that gene expression is translated into somatic function and the
achieved biophysical function is sensed by molecular networks thriving further discriminant
morphogenetic evolution.
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The gold standard in stem cell research claims that initiation of regeneration mainly involves
transplantation of molecules or pluripotent cells. Unlike these present concepts the main principle of
our hypothesis ―embryonic recall‖ means that structure defines function and function designs structure
involving an epigenetic phenomenon as key element.
Therefore we conclude in the first part of our hypothesis that ―a process rather than a transplantable
element‖ can be used to re-institute developmental processes and therefore regeneration of some kind.
The second part in this hypothesis is that this process, namely the gain of function sensing can be
achieved in the adult failing heart by a temporarily elevating hemodynamic pressure in cardiac veins.
Re-expression of fetal proteins in myocardium due to pressure overload in hypertension are well
known for decades and may be considered as surrogate for the principle of the potential to reactivate
embryonic pathways also in the adult heart induced by hemodynamic force [14].
If we consider the endothelium in cardiac veins as descendants of endocardial layers in the
primordial heart tube, one can appreciate that the same signaling event may cause the same structural
consequence. Knowing the controversy about the origin of venous endothelium in the coronary
circulation, we have to substantiate the claim whether a developmental process on endocardium can be
revived via adult cardiac veins. Wu and colleagues found that venous endothelium in cardiac veins are
descendants from endothelium, although at a very small amount. Whether or not this implies a different
perspective to our hypothesis remains to be elucidated. The proposed transfer of hemodynamic action
on pericytes in the microcirculation via mechanotransduction of periodic increased pressure in cardiac
veins, might also be involved in the initiation of structural recovery [15,16].
The onset of primitive heart pulsations is known to be sensed by changes in the cytoskeleton of
cells and transduced into a multitude of signals including the secretion of miRNA 143. Several
candidate microRNAs like hsa-miR-590 and hsa-miR-199a, miR-143 and 145, miRNA 1, 133, 208,
and 499 have been promoted as capable of inducing direct cellular reprogramming of fibroblasts to
cardiomyocyte-like cells [17–20]. It is therefore part of our hypothesis that a burst of miRNA might be
involved in this process.
Although many signals as impact of mechanical forces in heart development have been described
recently, most of the signaling potentially reactivated by periodic pressure elevations in cardiac veins
and reinstituting the same signaling cascade remain unknown.
1.5. Pressure Controlled Coronary Sinus Occlusion (PICSO)
Periodic occlusion of the coronary sinus and therefore the majority of cardiac veins draining the
myocardium, elevates the pressure in veins reaching a systolic pressure plateau after a few seconds. In
PICSO obstruction to venous flow is limited to this plateau not to impede coronary arterial inflow and
therefore nutrition [21]. Figure 2 shows a pressure reading in cardiac veins. It is hypothesized that the
systolic pulsations within cardiac veins as well as the shear stress of the reflowing blood resemble the
same ―biophysical signal‖ as the primordial heart beat within the primitive heart tube [22–26].
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Figure 2. Coronary sinus pressure during occlusion of the LAD (occlusion of the left
anterior descending coronary artery results in a large area deprived from nutritive blood
flow and is the major cause for a subseuent myocardial infarction, therefore any means to
increase flow into the area with a perfusion deficit salvages ischemic myocardium).
Systolic pressure peaks produced by ventricular contraction retroperfuses blood into the
deprived ischemic microcirculation and elevates the coronary artery pressure concomittantly
until reaching a plateau after a few heart beats. Filling of the deprived ischemic
microvasculature is seen by an elevation of the pressure in the occluded coronary artery.
After pressure resumes by reopening the temporary occluded venous drainage, blood is
squeezed out from zones dependent from occluded coronary arteries washing out toxic
debris [27]. Mechanosensation of pressure peaks as well as distortion of cilia within
cardiac veins by the force of the retroperfued blood and transduction via the cytosceleton
of vascular cells initiate the process of ―embryonic recall‖. The putative element as we
hypothesize is (1) Sensing of the elevated venous pressure in cardiac veins mimicking the
equivalent mechanotransductory procedure during the first heartbeat in the embryo,
re-opens a core control module for functional achievement initiating a molecular pathway
similar to the developing heart. It corresponds to a desired reopening of a cascade of
developmental events now deliberately initiated by biomechanical force using principles of
normal organogenesis by restarting the biophysical initiation leading to re-establishment of
dormant developmental molecular pathways similar to the initiation of the first heart beats
in the primordial heart tube; (2) Re-establishment of monitoring the biophysical process
with its molecular consequences of this core control module is the central dogma of the
―embryonic recall hypothesis‖.
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2. Periodic Elevation of Coronary Sinus Pressure
ICSO, PICSO (intermittent and pressure controlled) was primarily developed to salvage ischemic
hearts and was tested in a multitude of experimental and clinical studies [27–29]. Since 1978 this
intervention was analyzed in a series of animal models mainly on its anti-ischemic effects as well as
the hemodynamic consequences on regional and global hemodynamics. In other animals molecular
changes within the myocardium were analyzed.
In clinical trials, reduction of infarct size and long term results in patients with acute coronary
syndromes as well as in heart failure were investigated. Ongoing trials explore the preconditioning
potential and compare them with already completed trials with PICSO applications during reperfusion.
3. Results and Discussion
There are mainly two distinct mechanisms of PICSO, the first leading to a reduction of myocardial
ischemia. The basis is a redistribution of flow towards underperfused zones and clearing of occluded
ischemic/reperfused microcirculation. This leads to a dose dependent reduction of infarct size, which
was corroborated by several groups in different forms of ischemia and animal models. A meta-analysis
showed significant reduction in infarct size of about 30% (p < 0.001). A relevant statistical significant
correlation (r = −0.92, p < 0.007) between developed coronary sinus pressure and infarct size underscores
the dose dependence of the elevated coronary sinus pressure forcing the blood into underperfused
zones and washout of thrombotic corpuscles thus clearing the occluded microcirculation [30].
This mechanism on ischemia is supported by a second separate mechanism, which is based on the
activation of vascular cells by the mechanic and hemodynamic stretch and shear stress of the
retroperfused blood and its pulsations in the cardiac venous vasculature. Mechanotransduction via the
cytoskeleton of vascular cells initiates a molecular cascade leading to angiogenetic, antiatherosclerotic
gene expression changes corresponding with a 4 fold increase of hemeoxygenase-1 gene expression
(p < 0.001) in the center of infarction and a 2.5 fold increase of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) (p < 0.002) in border zones whereas ―Hypoxia induced factor‖ (HIF) activity remains
unchanged suggesting an independent regenerative stimulus [31].
Furthermore we found a marked upregulation of VEGF and VEGF-receptor 2 protein in the
capillary endothelial cells in remote areas in 86% of the PICSO treated hearts and only in 43% of the
non PICSO hearts in an animal model of myocardial infarction [32]. This has been confirmed
clinically by significant salvage and event free survival in patients with acute myocardial infarction
and PICSO and a risk reduction for event free survival 60 months after the acute event (p < 0.0001).
Similar observations were made in heart failure patients showing a risk reduction of 72% and a
favorable patient survival up to 5 years endorsing our hypothesis and preclinical experience that
PICSO via hemodynamic power activates regenerative pulses also in adult human hearts [33–35].
Structure Defines Function and Function Creates Structure
It is now well accepted that mechanical force sensed and transduced at the right time slot and local
environment creates signals transduced to initiate gene expression and new impulses for cardiogenesis.
We anticipate that robustness in phenotypic development needs core control modules as first proposed
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in our tissue generating clock connecting genome and environment. Some of the same signals found
during development and induced by biophysical force are evidently re-expressed by systolic pressure
pulsations in cardiac veins supporting our hypothesis that a reactivation of a dormant developmental
process is possible to restart an adult analogue of cardiogenesis. Whether or not this reestablished
impulse has the same magnitude, developmental direction and potential or may be deviated by a
different ―adult and diseased‖ environment of a failing heart remains to be proven by scientific scrutiny.
4. Conclusions
Temporal pressure elevation within cardiac veins has two distinct mechanisms reducing the amount
of ischemic burden, which is dose dependent, and inducing threshold contingent changes, reiterating
developmental processes by linking epigenetic phenomena like ―gain of function sensing‖ of
hemodynamic force with molecular cascades defining structure. These data support our hypothesis
―embryonic recall‖ which might be a game changer how regeneration can be perceived. The
reestablishment of a process similar, but not identical to the normally evolving vertebrate hearts due to
the different environment in the adult jeopardized heart, might therefore be an attractive alternative to
cellular therapies for structural myocardial recovery.
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